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Artnotes
'

Who

white

influenced you ? ? asked a young

was not a question of knocking over other
It was a question offinding your own
reality, your own answers, your own

Elaine de Kooning wrote:

'

Zimbabwean

"//

gods.

with a clip-board project

"Western art

for a mind.

is

built

on the biographical

We discovered a simple

passion of one artist for another:

experience...

adding the clip-board dogma (and most are

Michelangelo for Signoretli: Rubens for

yet far-reaching in

so influenced that they never ascend to

Michelangelo; Delacroix for Rubens:

the discovery.' Picasso

themselves).

Cezanne for Poussin; the Cubists for
Cezanne: and Picasso, the philanderer for

for such an arrogant remark.

'Eveiyone

is

influenced by somebody.'

This quote from a recent article written by

anyone he sees going down

Professor Brian Bradshaw

something new

strikingly

is

in art

cannot come into

existence despite influence

relevant to this issue of Gallery.

idea,

and

it

That

the street.

goes hand

We lacked

I find.'

.search.

had

thing,

'The search

its effect:

said,

I

don

is

't

the confidence

We

discovered

way of
Not necessarily a final way. hut a way"

instead that searching was itself a
art.

a ridiculous

is

hand with an even
namely that something
in

own

Within our

small system changes are

occurring, a chance for

new

Modern theory plays with the idea of the
human being as a 'construct' of culture,
consciously or unconsciously moulded by

more ridiculous

his or her social, political, ideological

looks only into his

environment. Art being an expression of the

still

human

other artists there"

'acting'. Events at Douslin House already
show evidence of his knowledge of the

Most artists are happy to list those whose
work they admire and whose techniques,

regional art scene, his energy and his

approach and even content they emulate.

will be felt throughout the system!

in his article

be created.

looks at the

ideological and political histories of this

country, the resulting

and

their effects

on

norms and

authorities

going

...

Any

artist,

own

can

influence,

his ideas

to find the irresistible ideas

and "victims' of any ideology are

Williams

of

A review

of

The

In closing,

exhibited

and change on

It

Africa '95 offers

particularly of the

art.

power of

encapsulates a basic premise of creativity

is

in

magazine

to

walk

tightrope.

the new, to take individual experience

and

Germany with

make something

original of

it,

something

well in

institutions

and

more, open our eyes to other

most

gifts

all

its

precarious financial

Stoffer has

now returned

his family

to

and we wish him

his future endeavours.

— something we

all

needs

artist

rejecting them,

to get

the constructs

making choices

to

her interview that she

encourage

artists in

their influences

and 'ascend

to themselves'.

break the

The Editor

mould.

of.

we hope this issue will
Zimbabwe to examine

Gallery survives and

possibilities.

beyond

and influences, aware of them, using them or

Sarah Pratt reveals

like to thank,

that will enable us to understand a little

and

could be more intensely aware

Hopefully, his influence

of Gallery. His generous

into

the

through selection and presentation of
art

would

known

go beyond

the ability to

The

works of

I

to the quality

curators to determine society's perceptions

particular

to art.

of time and materials have helped the

—

at

of the 1st of February, Stephen

photographs have been a major contribution

that they never

to themselves."

considering their

further evidence of the influence of norms,
authorities

most are so influenced

"...

ascend

for viewers.

art

'constructs' to

director has at last

wholeheartedly, Stoffer Gelling whose

'deconstruct' ourselves and our society.

own work and

A

no longer just 'temporary' or

is

commitment

lies in that last line:

insight he offers could prove a useful
in

As

Gallery.

is

'constructed' and art helps us to

exercise both for artists

effect.

been appointed for the Bulawayo National

however who

life for

have a positive

But the great point of Bradshaw's statement

Both perpetrators

art.

any

totally new. not subject to

condition reflects this 'construction'.

Anthony Chennells

idea:

As Picasso

said:

consciously seeking to unravel the

'constructs' of her existence.

By looking

her personal family background and

wider context as European
attempting to form

some

in Africa,

at

its

she

is

sort of

"Now

the lime in this period of changes

is

and revolution to use a revolutionary
manner of painting and not to paint like
before''

understandable identity.

Evolution generally occurs gradually,

Adda Ceiling

believes that artists can affect

and change the norms of

their society

experience shaping the direction of

development. However

by

this

slow process

making work which exposes the forces that
"construct' it. The system is there but can be
challenged and hopefully bettered. She
urges Zimbabwean artists to examine
contemporary reality, to become more aware

can be punctuated by sudden change coming

of the existing inlluences and to express a

but there

is

always another

fearless interpretation of their effects.

the artist

is

overwhelmed by

Norm
who force society to
We now take entirely

out of a significant realisation.

breakers
see

in art are

in a different

those

way.

for granted the breakthroughs accomplished,
to be

norm, change does not occur.
There

is

no avoiding

influence.

the importance of

No one would

effects of Picasso

art just

on Picasso

the artist as influenced and

influencer.

—

a

UNESCO
.^."i:

Perhaps what John lerren has written
appropriate:

is

bursaries

at

various

out the world.

ask

for artists under

opportunities for practising artists to

work

as

refute the influence of African

If

demands

questioning.

no one would
art

It

disturbing process of continuous

disclaim the

on the story of

made.

the authority or

at

art institutions

If

through-

you want information

Gallery Delta or write to the Editor.

In

Anthony Chennells contemplates
centres and norms in Zimbabwean art.

a two part article,

the power of

This first part investigates evidence of post-colonial cultural fragmentation
in the work of two white Zimbabwean painters.
The second part will look at the effects of empire on the work of black

Zimbabwean

artists.

Empire's offspring
The Australians used

to

use the phrase

Culture Cringe to describe their relationship

with Europe. Culture Cringe implied that
Australians were raw and unformed, their
culture an imperfect replica of Europe's, and
that the only
tall

way

was by more

in

which they could stand

perfectly imitating the

Helen Lieros, Anatomy of Rock, 1992, 35 x 26cms, mixed media

metropolitan model.

White Zimbabweans have

own
One only has

their

versions of Culture Cringe.

go

Harare antique auctions to see

to

manifesting

itself.

to

it

who feel no
mukwa from

Buyers

obligation to distinguish

mopani would be mortified
walnut and oak veneers.

if

they confused

In the last ten years, post-colonialism has

become

the rage in cultural studies and.

whatever

its

theoretical limitations,

it

has

helped to free us from a belief that the
cultural productions of the

"UK" constitute

an ideal and that

an imperfect

all

else

is

copy.

Post-colonialism as a theory challenges the
idea that cultural authority can be found only
at the centre

of one of Europe's various

empires. At

its

most unsatisfactory, post-

colonialism responds to this cultural
authoritarianism simply by asserting the
authority of an alternative local centre:

whatever London does Harare can do as
At

well.

its

more complex, however,

colonialism recognises that
peripheries of empire

which

post-

artists at the

command

the metropole does not

perspectives

know.

The very term

post-colonial insists that

peoples living

in the

wake of empire,

and ruled, metropole and colony, are

all

ruler
in

one

way

or another the products of colonialism.

The

legacies of empire ensure that

pos.sess. at the very least, a

we

double vision

formed from our familiar Zimbabwean
experiences as well as from the multiple
influences, banal and serious, through

we have experienced outside

worlds.

which

Berry Bickle. Pro Amore (triptych),
1992, 129 X 515cms, mixed media

The very

power Stephen Williams

possibility of double vision

arrogance

involves a subversion of the steady authority

this

called his account of culture and politics

looking

at reality are possible,

authority of the centre

is

Bulawayo 'Sketches from

then the

ironic

called into

title,

was centre and

question.

Cultural nationalists want the culture of the

taken as seriously as does Harare

the fringe

Bulawayo has

much

as

or as

It is

compete within

the sea

as if Lieros,

acknowledges

that

right to be

little

window on

the

painting as alternative centres of attention.

by the end of the essay,

since,

felt that

the

in

the Fringe,' an

one

so deeply in a Greek

lies

consciousness. The bones of the rock and

He

in Gallery.

of the metropolitan gaze. If other ways of

in

and mythically

has played with

an article

Zimbabwean

artist,

that her art also allows the

viewer access into

that

worid which was

classical to Europe.

(3).

former colony simply to displace the culture

who

Berry Bickle acknowledges the multiple

of the metropole. Post-colonialism however,

Two Zimbabwean

theorises an alternative to the idea of centre

issues of the post-colonial condition in their

inOuences on her work as consciously as

work

Lieros.

answering centre.

It

refuses the idea of

centre and therefore of 'norm"

itself. If

the

metropolitan 'nonn'is subverted, then the
very concept of
sceptically

(

I

norm

reproduce

are Helen Lieros and Berry Bickle.

Lieros has consciously produced an

she asks,

"Am

I

In

an interview

Greek'.'

Am

1

in

Gallery.

African?"

Lieros identifies the form of her figures
In the place of metropolitan

models and

the

art

which confronts her dual heritage of Greece
and Zimbabwe.

will be regarded

).

artists

Byzantine stylisalion but

are

she can think of the

is

acquainted with .some of

influential voices in

modern

and these are given form in
her work. Probably the most important
thinker of the twentieth century is Michel
cultural theory

Foucault and post-colonialism

in

same time
major theme in her work

the

Bickle

most

at the

is

heavily

indebted to him. Bickle used quotations

in a position to relish the

multiple influences

as "the earth, the discovery (for myself) of

in the booklet. Other, which
accompanied her November 1994 exhibition

which play on our

Two

Africa, the stratas. laiul formation." (4)

at

faint

echoes of peripheral imitations,

lives.

we

recent

from Foucault

Gallery Delta

(5).

theorists write that:
In
"...

post-colonial literatures take us from the

one of Lieros's paintings. Anatomy of
is present in a form other than

She quotes Foucault as saying that the
European tradition has become accustomed

human figure. The pink, brown and blue
Zimbabwe's granite country at certain

Rock. Greece

monocentric into the polyphonic, from the

the

"to seeking origins

dominance of a single culture into
convt '"ent cultures, from pure ancestry-

of

traditions

into

traces of empire ensure that

visions

many

compete with one another on more

post-colonial

in the

model does not

exist only

metropole.

If the

very idea of 'norm'

being questioned, then

all

is

whether

and province, for

in

most countries

the capital conflates political and cultural

to recon.ttituting

a particular repugnance

is
it

this

...

to

quote,

describing the totalitarian mind,

is

the

mind of imperialism,

fascism, Leninism, Apartheid, cultural

One

blue

nationalism or a European complacency

area intrudes into the painting like an

inlel

v\hich presents

into land.

The

window opening onto

The Nazis and South
tell

the painting

is

colours and textures of the
landscape,

social practices as ideals.

its artist

Africa's Afrikaner

nationalists looked for origins, as

another, maritime, world.

Even while

its

other, a painted rectangle of

centres are

Most countries know centre and
periphery through the tensions between

suspect.

capital

the

strongest colours however, are the patches of

...

to projecting teleologies

conceiving of difference." In

Foucault

paper, suggests a

tensions between colony and

in

(feeling)

the rib-like lines

blue which surely recall the sea.

or less equal terms.

The

The rock as organic is suggested
which confidently mould
centre of the work. The painting's

painting.

hybridisation. "(1)

The

limes of the year doininate the colours of the

...

us

who we

arc now.

if

origins

An emphasis on

celebrating the

origin allows us to think of history as

Zimbabwean

possessing ends which are already present in

allows us to glimpse the

sea which physically intrudes into Greece

beginnings. History

is

then seen as

moving

with the predictability of a series. Shaping

.

political

One of the most

agendas around origin and end

modem

(teleology! gives us the illusion of

may be

the

German

State, the

Pan Africanism, the worker
state of Lenin's fantasies or a South Africa
where everyone inhabited areas which their

British Empire.

made

origins

criticism

Bickle answers these totalitarian constructs
with wit and pathos. She offers a series of

the language and

is

hungry. There

emptiness.

is

text

its

our

one must understand

symbolic references.

can be fully understood unless one

the cultural system

it

is

part of.

terrible pathos

way

artifacts in the

knows

medium is
admits to its own

of her

page

In Other. Bickle quotes

from Fanon's The

cultural critic looking at a painting

she chooses but she

A

in Other.

inarticulateness.

has no end except the death that
share.

The dresses have

we

all

will

the horror of clothes

stripped from concentration-camp victims.

Looking
their

at

them one

is

"would

whether space, distance,
depth, colour, light, proportions, volumes
and contours were not. at the period in
question considered, named, enunciated in a
discursive practice."

more conscious of

emptiness than of themselves.

diagonally across the page but this time

imposed on
a culture

cleariy typed words.

Two

dresses within another series bear labels

Pro Amore.

An

in a triptych.

unreadable script scrawls

across a panel vital

pronouncing difference:

w ith

We

Eager for

it is

live in

which gives the written word

a

that certainty.

I

read the words beneath the scrawl and find:

"awkward jumbled
language
inventing a language
for other ... in
suspension, born in
language
paint
is a sound in abstraction. "
.

Bickle strikingly realizes this

turn to a

I

similar scrawl runs

this in a

ideal

try to discover

her empty dresses, another series which

which

the scrawled writing

.

in

Part

the limitations to her authority.

final authority.

A)rheolog\ of Knowledge to explain
different way. Fanon writes that his

spoons which have no possible purpose

Someone

all

to think of a painting as a text.

is

To understand any

knows

own

the idea that

to terms with this in art

One way of coming

No word

appropriate for them.

except to reiterate their

is

understandings are culturally constructed.

reproducing the logic ot time. The

envisaged end

authority to contextualise the various

important insights in

cultural theory

the brilliance of a

.

.

.

Matabeleland sunset illuminating the
"/

don

't

believe as they do. 1

they do. I don

't

don

't

harshness of the Matabeleland bush. Stuck

live as

to the

love as they do."

panels are objects which signify

previous attempts to inhabit that landscape:

The

third,

which completes

the series,

an opened fan. the wooden snake of
thousands of tourist exchanges, a diary page,

is

simply marked:

I

have turned

Bickle denies

to the

me

word

for finality

the certainty of

believed was most sure.

framed photograph of a Victorian
and cravat, a tourist
photograph of the Falls. None has any

a

"explorer" in collar

'7 will die as they do."

The

T

becomes

all tho.se

who have been

particular

and

slaughtered for difference, for being

constructed as "other" in someone's belief

system. But the "they" ironically

is all

of

us:

even the most arrogant person, most certain
of the rightness of his or her ways of

same death as those
they feel most superior.

thinking, will share the
to

whose

"otherness'

artist,

dominance: the British explorer
the black colonized and curio

maker have equal

authority only because

Bickle has allowed them to have

But

own

at the

same

time. Bickle

is

it.

denying her

painting the status of the tlnal word.

Because Bickle

is

the artist, she has the

and

what

u A.,^'^riJ. //^^

I

.

Post-colonialism

is

concerned with the

alternative vision of traditionally powerless

we

groups. In our context
the races against

whom

think of these as

colonialism

The ornate frame

around the photograph of the "explorer'

reminds us

Women

that

it

constrain

is

men who go

them within a

out.

is

supposed

panel, conventional male and female

images. The fan suggests

were expected

to

how

white

women

maintain the illusion of

hard world. The curio snake

fragility in a

the

juxtaposing

it

taste."

Hayward
work by

the law like
is

with landscapes from the Paris
set the terms

...

one suddenly understands anew how

Impressionism "focussed on

...

the informal,

the impermanent, celebrating the ordinary

...

reminds us of the new economic

We

body' y

are

accustomed

creating artifacts for the tourist "other".

Instead

it

set

London

from

re -colonised

its

colonies understands that boundaries

around politeness and value are

permeable, constantly shifting, as the voices

from beyond, of others, of those colonised

many

in

different ways,

that they are there.

to thinking
Notes

of the body as the most stable of

sites but
1

post-colonialism understands better than

may

or

example

Bil! Asticroft.

Roulledge, 1989.

competing ideologies. Much of
2.

Gareth

Griffith.

heterosexual, patriarchal society

in

Helen

Practice in

New

York;

p.17.

Diana Bryden and Helen

Tiffin. Decvlonisint;

Fictions. Sydney: Dangaroo.

y.

in a

("or

The Empirf Writes Biuk: TIteory
Pnst-Cohnial Literaliires. London and

What bodies signify and therefore
may not do is more than skin deep.

Bodies

See

Tiffin.

most how aspects of bodies can be made the
basis of

colour.

masculinity of a black man, reduced to

latter-day Sinai.

assume a
momentary eminence simply by asserting

colonialism was based on theories of skin

circumstances which re-write the

influences.

so

Garlake refers to "recent critical theory of
'the

some

the site of innumerable transecting

own

of normative

modernity and mobility."

have created. Fan and snake occupy the

same

how

pretty

domestic space their femaleness
to

Garlake describes

re-contextualises Impressionists'

Salon "which

discriminated. Sickle's triptych reminds us

of other powerless groups.

When

199.'^.

p.^."^.

Stephen Williams, 'Sketches from the Fringe'
Gallery, no 2

(December 1994). ppl8-19

perform the functions which that society
If

we

are to loose our Culture Cringe and

stand upright, what

is

including amongst

its

GuUeiy doing
offerings Margaret

Garlake's "Letter from London"? (6)

Is

Garlake offering us a validation of our poor
provincial efforts'? At the beginning of this
article

1

suggested that London

is

as

imposes on them. The body of a

woman

who chooses not to bear children or the
men and women in same sex

bodies of

post-colonial as the most far-flung former

with centres, borders, norms and authority

informs every line of Garlake's column.

demonstrate

in their practice alternative

installations

which make up the

Garlake claims

that a function of art is to

stand "on the edf;e of the known, the safe

and

the acceptable" and. in

my

dialect, to

allow the grace of the unfamiliar, the

vision.

Hackney Hospital "create a
sense of acute unease and dislocation ...
exhibition at

callin); into

question the boundaries of

freedom and

and

restraint,

madness and

sanity,

the role of the artist as our social

con.science."

Gutter,-,

^.

An

Interview with Barbara Murray."

no 4 (June

Berenice Bickle.

6,

pl4.

199.S).

fJ^Z/jtr.

Harare; 1994. no pagination.

Margaret Garlake. 'Letter from London'
Gtiller^.

theories of the body.

dangerous and the subversive to enhance our

The

'Helen Lieros:

relationships are seen as deviant or

much

colony. Post-colonialism's preoccupation

4.

'Letter

from l.oiulon'

is

iniporlani not only

because Garlake writes with rare authority
but because

London

is

it

reminds us of a paradox:

an imperial centre in a post-

colonial age.

London no longer hands down

no

.S

(September

1

995

>.

ppl 8-

19.

Attempting to understand the enigmatic nature of others and the identity
of self is a continuous search of the past and the present for clues.
Sarah Pratt talks about her strangely resonant etchings

memory

at
BM: The
family

SP:

subject matter of your etchings

in their specific

is

very personal

your

-

environments.

Yes. these works are

family related.

all

I

wanted

to

re-create a sense of belonging.

BM: Why

re-create?

SP: The works

represent almost a lost childhood,

something whole
to the

was there and has gone. We moved
was five and all my life has been

that

farm when

I

centred there but the family has been breaking up with
brothers leaving home, then

my

sister,

me

had a family reunion which set
Fowler says: "As we approach

and then

I

left.

my

We

off on this subject.

AD 2000 and the end of

the millenium. the 1990s will witness

an increasing and

increasingly morbid fin de siecle search for roots in the
past, for

Century

meaning

be rampant

...

potted history

BM: So

what has happened

in

in the

Twentieth

nostalgia at a personal level will consequently

...

to

eveiyone a family

..."

this is

tree, to

every place a

(I)

an attempt to

make your own family

sense of your past and the people in

Nyanga. At

make

tree, to

from

it?

all

SP:

Yes.

I

think that people are constructed by experience

motivated by memories of past events, they form a

Memory

individual.

allows

me

vital part

possible.

Memory

"The past

is

the

myself

is

identity.

my own

moidd of my present

my

of each

If

I

human being

can quote again, Stevenson said

history, the

is

So my works allow me

everyone came back to the farm,

the

men just disappeared and when you

they talked about

was

fishing

sister-in-law in this etching

is

did see

and what they caught

So

etc.

clutching a trout because that's

to look forward to, being married to

are going to be part of her life whether she likes

it

my

brother Fish

or not.

:

seed of my present thoughts,

disposition." (2)

all

what she's got

access to a place where recognition

and exploration of myself as a cultural, multi-layered

came back and

them

and

that family reunion,

Zealand, from South Africa and from Zimbabwe. They

New

BM: She

to

is

holding the fish very close, almost like you would a

She's looking away but her face

child.

is

impassive, accepting?

piece together the past in a narrative sense, to explore aspects of past

Most people are deeply affected by where they grow up. If
hadn't grown up on the farm Td be totally different. 1 am working
in terms of my memories of that time. You could call them interior

events.

I

SP:

Yes, there

When my
that

and

is

acceptance. She has married into that experience.

brother catches trout, their daughter clutches the fish like

carries

them around

until she is

covered

in fish slime.

rural landscapes.

BM:
BM: Your works

express interesting relationships between

humans

In the etching of

out of holes.

Why

is

your mother alone, the

fish are

coming

in

and

that?

and animals.

SP:
SP: Well animals have always been part of our
The geese, the bloody

they 'bloody" fish?

SP: Yes

...

fishermen. So

my

on

the farm.

I

The
whole

trout

I

just

wanted

fish sticking out

have not made into etchings,

the roof.

fish...

BM: Are

really!

lives

fish

In another, the fishing

of everywhere. In some sketches

come

out of the walls and even

hooks grab onto me, hundreds of

them. Fish everywhere. Fish skeletons. Even some figures whose
heads have become fish-heads. Women and family are subjected to

...

my

life I've

father and brothers are frantic

been transported back and forth

to

the fish.

The geese

life into

the picture.

are just to project another aspect of

my

mother's

BM: The

BM: WtuT work

geese

are her choice?

then re\eals the

present situation.

SP:

life

of your family, captures their

involvement with the land and the animals and the insecurity of their

Yes. She

land

is

SP:

I

I

much

don't get

feeling

from your work

that the

beautiful.

hkes them. She
doesn't like

BM: So

fish.

the

animals

wanted

express the Africanness of the outside, the

to

You

away from

intrusiveness of

it.

door. There are

no doors or windows. People

part of

it.

can't get

it.

You

can't close the

are in the landscape,

yet they are vulnerable.

dominate?

BM: Do you
SP: Yes. they

see the African landscape as harsh, for

etching you use a

lot

parents lives, and

SP: That etching

is

mine

is

take over

example

in

one

of spikey aggressive cactuses?

my

too!

my

of

unbearably hot. She

sister

who now

clutching one, getting spiked.

When

BM: And you

environment they become attached

resent that?

opinion

is

it

lives in

fanatical about cactuses.

is

Chiredzi where

My

cousin

people are insecure

to material things

dangerous. The people are

it

is

in their

and

in

my

made vulnerable through

clutching them.

SP: No.
It's just

don't.

I

the reality.

BM:

In

many of

the etchings there

is

a sense of intense emotion

created by the objects and the surroundings but the people

BM:

.Although

seem

impassive.

the people are

with the fish or geese, the viewer

The people

relationship.

is

SP:

never quite sure of the

are surrounded by the animals but not

I

am more

interested in

expressing their emotions

through their environment,

doing anything with them.

through the objects

SP:

I

You

like that.

you question the

don't understand the relationship.

character.

makes

It

them with,

adds something, not being able to

It

my

mother and

in-law, she

BM: Do you

is

my

of

brother-

obviously the

dominant one; he

think of these relationships as strange?

on

In the etching

their faces.

define the relationship.

associate

I

rather than

a

is

dreamer.

SP: No.

just

it's

one plus one plus one equals the person.

BM: The

BM: When you

did your thesis on art theory

last

year what did you

making the
more like traditional
formal portraits where the

concentrate on?

SP:

etchings

Portraiture by 20th century

women

Neel. Paula Modersohn-Becker. and

couple of times, looking

I

artists.

at their portraits

women and

of

is

interested in and the problems for the viewer

experienced that person's
uses,

you

really

fact that the

is

all

the result of

is

I

all

So

their collective effect.

experiences

SP:

their self

lack of

who

movement.

want

obviously has not

the iconography that Frida

problematic but

I

their lives.

I

it

I

to the

her.

want

to

work

of the person. For example, the etching of
sister-in-law.

don't relate her to the farm at

cling to

it's

it,

your

She is surrounded.
hemmed in by her career It
identity.

through

I

I

how you

have shared with them, expressing part of myself, and

using the objects as symbols resulting in a narrative image.

to present

my view
dressmaker is of my

your career shape you and

think that a person's

try to represent individuals

that

She is from New Zealand and
She lives in the city, hence the
buildings in the background. Dressmaking is her career. I'm
interested in how objects and
the

adds interest

I

a set picture of

the experiences that they've had and

interested in narrative art, the story of a

always enjoyed

I've

static quality,

viewer can't really understand

make up

with the objects that

sits for the artist.

what I'm specially

Pure portraits only give some idea of the person.

character

person

have to read an autobiography before you can

understand her images. This

work, the

With

life.

Frida Kahlo. Alice

talked about Kathe Kollwitz a

The use of personal iconography

portraits.

characters are very

stationary

is in

am

it's

how

We

she portrays herself

life.

But

a sense constricting.

her choice and that's

are

formed by our choices. They

BM: Which
SP:

I

like

work do you

artists'

de Chirico's work. Grant Wood's American

favourite painting.

It's

wonderful.

I

On

the farm

you own the land or

('jtithic is

my

relate very strongly to that

painting because of the defensive stance
quality.

create our identity.

like?

...

the 'this

is

my

land'

you experience a sense of insecurity whether
With the land aquisition policy, you feel
it.

is

need

to locate a sense of

When

did that style

SP:

Well

start'.'

at

school

we only

did drawing and textiles.

There was no painting.

I

belonging somewhere.

so beautiful here and at the same time you feel you won't be here

always.

is

your work.

rent

I

I

patterning of the

characteristic of

you don't belong. You don't know if your land is going to be taken
away from you. The psychological effect it has had on farmers is
very strong. There is also the insecurity that feel of whether can
stay here or not.

BM: The

entire surface, like a textile,

It

I

started at Michaelis,

doing painting but
year

1

in

I

When
was

second

began printmaking.

all

all.

the difTerenl types, lino cut. collograph. stone

mono

litho. plate litho.

screen printing,

They give you

sound technical grounding

a

prints.

both black and white and colour. Then

year

in

in third

chose printmaking as a major,

I

specialising in etching because

much more

detail.

printing and litho.

I

could get so

hate the flatness of screen

I

embossed

the

It's

quality

and the preciseness of etching that 1 like, the
control you have over detail. My paintings

were also

my

fulfill

like using the

many

need for

And

detail.

I

techniques to create

and contrasting surfaces and textures,

different

waxy,

The small animals

detailed, precise.

and objects

soft, sharp, lined

fabric, flesh.

The

—

fish scales, floor,

faces are etched in black and

then pushed back smooth to get the white back,

giving a softer surface.

BM: Do you work from
SP:

my

sketches?

Yes. not detailed, just rough sketches.

opinion

if

you work from

planned sketch the result

rework the copper

rework, to use mistakes.

try to

quite tight
to

cold. If

is

comes out too

it

come

anyway so

is

it

easy for

work

if I

I

dont

perfect.

I

My work is

through, to get too tight.

a lot of feeling in the

In

a detailed,

my

self not

think

I

lose

I

just translate a

perfect drawing onto copper plate. Also

bored, just copying, which must

show

get

I

in the

etching.

BM: What
SP:

is

your process?

do a very rough sketch first, just
Then I etch and do the
first proof. You can"t really see what you're
doing while you are making the image because
it is a reversed process, so I go back and rework
I

outlining composition.

and rework

until

I

get what

I

want. The smaller

works take about two weeks of working and
reworking. I'm getting better

at

making less
what

proofs. Initially you're e.xcited to see

you've done, but as you get more technically
adept you can plan

it

more and take fewer

proofs.

My

sketches also

usually define the light source. Etching lends itself to shadows so

emphasise

light

and shadow. And

I

like the play

I

with perspective.

Contact with a culture that

normal and

fine,

which

are

European

in

is

quite

wanting to join that culture but

own culture. So one accepts other
more strongly with one's own culture and

smaller the community the stronger the need to cling to one's

distorted perspective adds an interesting element

particularly inside the buildings

not yours, realising that that

rather in strengthening your

cultures but identifies

BM: The

is

does not result

culture.

in style.

The white community

in

Zimbabwe

is

the

own

not truly European

anymore. They are products of Zimbabwe. They have their own

SP:

Yes,

I

wanted European images. The buildings

the subjects are European, only the land
to use African objects.

I

is

African.

used to use African objects

are European,
It

would be

in still lifes but

my identity. can admire them from
my own character am not involved in
that very personal sphere with them. They are not part of my family
and the experiences I've shared with them. My parents are attached

now

I

of

feel they are not part

I

afar but they are not part of

I

to the African land, the birds, the animals.

they grew up here.

I

am

a

Zimbabwean

people

who themselves grew up

place.

My

future in

in

but

the art

Zimbabwe,

all

those things accumulate, create a sense of

result is that

we

is

threatening.

We

look more to where

being produced by students

People are trying

at

Michaelis

to find a sense

is

very personal

of identity and a sense of

belonging. Memories help to strengthen the barriers around the
individual's cultural identity.

have grown up around

Rhodesia, a separate but identical

own

now

in nature.

Notes
1.

secure, the other culture

Any

I

are European, but

Changes make you question who you are and it comes back to
family, to those experiences and your memories of them. Much of

parents" sense of uneasiness, not being able to secure a

defensiveness and looking back to one's

and the

They

culture.

a lie

culture.

If

you're not

P.J.

Fowler. Tlu- Pasl

in

Cimlempomn

Society: Then.

Now. London

& New York:

Routledge. 1992, pi 61.
2.

Slevenson quoted
History.

New

in E.

York:

Tonkin. Narrating our Pasis: The Social Construction of Oral

CUP. 1992,

pi.

are affected by Africa

we

belong.

small community, say of Jewish people surrounded by a

Christian community, accentuates and defends their

own

culture.

reproduced works:
Sarah Pratt, (Untitled), 1995, approx 48 x 34cms, etching
All

Adda

Geiling,

a painter whose upbringing

in

Germany

former East

fostered political awareness and sensitivity to self-censorship,

worked and exhibited in Zimbabwe for three years.
Her experiences of the local art scene lead her to make

this

challenge

Art
"Take an object, do something with

it.

then do something else with

it!"

This entry by the American painter Jasper Johns

in his

sketchbook,

was over the years to become his personal motto. It helped him
create a number of interesting and decidedly controversial pieces of
work, such as Flag, painted

in

1954/55. the

tlrst

of his Flag series.

The American flag was at that time difficult to imagine as a piece of
art. It seemed downright absurd. But because of this absurdity. Flag
remained for many years the focus of

art

theory

—

discussed,

celebrated, hated. Disturbed by the subject and irritated by
superficial harmlessness, the viewer

but seldom closely observed object,

its

was captured. The often seen
the flag, became the focus of

conscious looking.

Can

a painting be a projection plane for confrontation with one's

own

country?

Is

Fine Art not often described as a

'aesthetically beautiful'

medium

for everything that

and thereby clearly identified

is

in its

functionality?

Can you bind

ideology, politics and art together? There are

many

answers to these questions, often of a complicated nature. The
diversity of views

The

Italian artist

on

art

1974, 32 X 21.2cms, drypoint etching. (Photo courtesy

forbids a consensus.

Renato Guttoso remarks

Alfred Hrdlicka, Studienblatt zu "Plotzenseer Totentanz",

Rasch und Rohring

Verlag, Hamburg.)

for instance:

only prepared to a degree to
"Art
is

is

not ideology.

Init

can experience ideological influences. Art

thought process of the

though the content

knowledge..."

is

pictorial quality of a

Alfred Hrdlicka, an Austrian sculptor and graphic

artist,

has said:

often ignored, yet

it

the

whole

makes

misused."

Meantime, there

Whether

art is

vision or "what

case, art wants to be

more than

good

artists

make"

(Picasso), in every

ihc interaction of colour arul form.

will give
far

irritated

up

removed from

point, apart

is

Perplexity concerning contemporary

art is great.

In the face of the

work, feels insecure and alienated. The basic problem remains one

that
I

artist,

makes him an

U rather that

it

arises

concerned with

artist),

assumes

from being

his individuality (since only

that painting is not a mirror, but

irritated.

if

is

artist

and the viewer on the content,

an enormous freedom for the

that

and exciting.

artist.

grown immensely
The traditional media of

The

multiplicity of artistic expression has

since the

beginning of the 20th century.

painting and

sculpture have been enriched by object

art. installation,

medium, going

in

performance

any possible

turlher ihan ihe two-dimensional, experimentnig.

the viewer,

despite the intelligent and fascinating arrangement of the content ol a

of approach. The

quickly

own: even

specifically the developing of an

and liappeiuMg. Hvervbody can express himself

enormous ovcr-cmphasis of subjective experience,

his

from the formal,

the work, at least for the viewer, original

is

and follow the

this effort

work. Nowadays the meaning of the painting

understanding between the

"Without the nutrient and the raw material of politics, art makes no
sense. Art has always been and wilt always be politically used and

himself be

He

seems too

the world of the artist

a vision of the world, not an instninwnl for conveying a given

let

artist.

However, the recipient

is

In ihis respect. Zimbabwe moves in traditional ways. There is not
much experimenting, only a few artists seem to have discovered the
challenge of crossing boundaries. Much work is made with sale in

mind which, while
creativity.

not in ilscif condeinnable, perceptibly limits

"^
Adda Gelling, Big Fish (detail on left / complete
work below), 1995, approx 2 x 2.5m, mixed media

and something more
you added up

If

you would think
At

that

Zimbabwean

least since the birth of

a

few

most cases

in

the art

not used as subjects for his or her

confronting difficult subjects.

Only

'traditional" subjects.
to paint real

in tradition.

the recourse to

be an expression of helplessness.

to

The problems

strictly separated.

deeply rooted

Reality for most

Many

have

Zimbabweans

is

anything but rosy

at

the

grows, specially within the younger generation. There
material for committed

art.

as soon as

potential

its

is

and the

artist's

own

in the artist's life are
art.

It is

a very

There

easier to

few

is

are

life

avoided and

artists are

"Even

if politics

are decided at a higher

level, the fermentation

amonf> dissatisfied people cdvvays provides political dynamite and a

measurement of the mood because, despite

a great fear of

go back

the future

to the

courageous enough

/fi'p/."

is

their lack of influence,

often anticipated in the underground, at grassroots

(Alfred Hrdlicka)

and delicate issues (beriihrungsangst).

Zimbabwe

has had an enormous upswing in the

last

few

With Luis Meque. Shephard Mahufe. Fasoni Sibanda. George
Churu. Keston Beaton and others, a new generation has grown up.
years.

with enough potential to develop their

missing however,

is

own

artistic

language.

the self-confidence to cross boundaries

possible to feel what cannot be expressed in words. Art

case a sensor of

its

time

was conspicuous

at the

that

is its

chance,

its

it

every

opportunity and

its

special quality.

to

It

seems Zimbabwe

is still

looking for

its

identity.

Is there

any better

task for an artist than to participate in this process, to influence

make an impact and
in

—

make
is in

Still

and

see themselves as the mouthpiece of serious social expression.

It

enough

discovered.

is

Art has an enormous capacity to reach into the future, to
Painting in

moment.

harder than ever for survival. Dissatisfaction

to fight

a contemporary existence or awareness

artists reflect

(befindlichkeit);

art is

Shona Sculpture however,
seems

traditional subjects often

Only

contemporary Shona Sculpture,

the "spirits" of

all

to represent his or her

it.

to

consciousness?

1995 Zimbabwe Heritage exhibition, that

comparison with previous years, more and more

artists

did not

Note: Jutta Jackson kindly translated this ailicle from the

German

for Galiery.

enter, with the majority of established and leading artists not

participating. This left the stage to mostly
artists,

who

experienced

in fact

need

artists in

to

young inexperienced

be confronted with the work of the

order to develop.
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was

Recognition of the richness of African arts

one

of the ainns of Africa '95

k
-^

It

pre-

from Africa it was inevitably limited, as Keith Murray writes. Now
that the debate has been so successfully
opened can we hope it will continue with
more, in-depth, and well researched r.
temporary exhibitions from ind-^-'

sented

i

some

and while

of the art

'

African countries?

Africa '95, a Season Celebrating the
Arts of Africa

— how

question that the

to

begin?

London

A

galleries

and curators must have asked
themselves from the

balancing act of space and

Africa

— The Art of

Continent

Royal

at the

Academy was

without

doubt the exhibition of
a lifetime, a
to study

There

Kongo

many of the

no doubt

is

that

nail fetishes

original collectors.

works such

chance

under one

many

admirers.

drawing

The serene Yoruba

and the masterly Benin bronzes

fully justified their fame.

many new

most cynical

Sensual beauty also proved

gut.

terracottas

as the

have the power to evoke

ageless, the Burkino-Faso chair

a

Zulu

weird and exotic, the same driving force that

Western

Africa.

to a

popular favourites seemed to be the most

a visceral twist, even in today's

budget against the huge
is

from the Olduvai hand axe

vinyl-asbestos earplug. Inevitably the

motivated

initial

planning of these exhibitions, a

diversity that

years,

And

there

were

delights such as the Chief's stool

from Tanzania complete with attendant
guard.

roof a vast array

of artifacts
covering

over a
million

A jam-packed
artifacts, the

collection of wonderful

RA exhibition

reinforced

comfortable Western conceptions of Africa
as exotic

and remote.

Zimbabwe

feature in

And where
all

this?

did

The Bird

that

would complete the unity of the national
tlock was tucked in the comer of a vast
room, kindly

Chair, Nuna, Burkina Faso, 20th century (?),
81 X 67 X 28.5cm (Musee de L'Iran, Dakar)

wood

lent

by South Africa!

^[^^

Fante, Ghana, Will You Fly

^^

or Will You Vanish? Either

Way You Can

t

Escape

mwwmwm,

^"^ ^"^ ^U^

Us,

C.1920, imported cotton

K02C0

applique

HTAK

KYM A

'

^

;

--^

WB^ WB^ V.B^ ^BW

k.Bj!

Africa '95

skimming
the contemporary?
Akosombo

Textiles

Ltd,

Ghana, 1995,

wax

print cotton

textile

African Metalwork

at the

Crafts Council

Gallery was one of the few exhibitions to

—

Magdalene
Odundo, the renowned potter from Kenya.
As the title suggests, a sincere overview of
all Africa was attempted, and in the initial
stages this worked well. Ceremonial regalia,
gold weights, currency bars, weapons,
implements, were well displayed, the only
wish was for more information.
have an African curator

London is one of quaintness. However
when they are 'artistic' but technically
incompetent copies of ghastly
metal and glass furniture,

I

Modeme

fear the worst.

This exhibition ran into that old self-made

Including these last objects was a disservice

dilemma,

to the

art

or craft?

It is

a distinction that

superb achievements of the earlier

simple geometric compositions,

many

shades of black, ochre, olive green with
small highlights of red, immediately
identified the

work

solidly with Africa.

The main body of this

exhibition

was

barely holds water, particularly in Africa, but

work, and reinforced a view commonly held

loosely arranged by country and technique,

has been circumscribed by administrators

by Westerners

with historic precedents interspersed.

make their lives easier.
(Does craft still come under the Ministry of
Women's Affairs in Zimbabwe?)

and backward.

and bureaucrats

to

that all of

exhibits approached the present however.

the art content

was

problems with

artifacts

sidelined.

I

have no

made by hand from

recycled or scrap metal, proud that recycling

has been part of the

many

way of

Africa for

years (the Western world has only

recently attempted to

with

life in

much

move

in this direction,

'green' trumpeting).

chums, containers made out of

The milk
bottle tops,

light bulbs turned into paraffin lights etc. are
all

very salutary even

if

their appeal in

is

primitive

It

was

an intelligent presentation, allowing the

viewer to browse and investigate. Thus an

The Art of African

Textiles: Technology.

Tradition and Lurex

As

Africa

Gallery,

at the

more than any of

Barbican Art

apron, beaded in traditional fashion (from
the Kariba area),

was placed near South

African dress cloths decorated with dense

the other

A

exhibitions, gave a feeling of an art form

arrangements of safety pins.

and well, with some outstanding
examples both old and new. Passing through
a specially commissioned Egyptian tent-

cloth stencilled with an endless indigo repeat

that is alive

inhuman public spaces
Barbican behind and were faced by

hanging, you
of the

left

two subtle and

the

rich applique hangings

by

of There
with a

is

traditional

no King as God was juxtaposed

modem

reworking of the same

tradition, a cotton

wax

print repeat of a

motorbike composed of

spirals, the

background completely

filled

Vroom

with an

— evidence of a

Chant Avedissian. loosely based on famous

endless

monuments and mosques of his native
Egypt. The colours of these deceptively

tradition continuing

vital

from the past

regeneration in the present.

into
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High-backed chief's stool,
Nyamwezi, Tanzania, late 19th
century, h.

107cm

Museen zu

Berlin)

(Staatliche

Kangas. embroidered and dyed gowns,

flags, all

were displayed with comprehensive

historic details of

Bamako, his birthplace, always using
same camera, the same room, the same

the

in

cotton, silk, political and celebratory prints.

how and why

He can

props.

date his archive by the

backdrop, his bedspread, which he changes

developments took place making a very

every two years.

satisfying and vital exhibition.

compo.sed. contrasted, crystal clear record of

Big City

—

the people in the
Artists

from Africa

at

much and gained by allowing
across. After

looked hard

I

had

at the first

twenty or so of his

colour photography.

Bodys Isek Kingelez from Zaire

own

words, "the enlightened

in his

is.

artist

of new

horizons, creator-maker of Kimheville."

Using polychrome maquettes of fantasy
buildings, towns, roads, trains, he has

drawings,

created a world that

Frederic Bruly

many of

Bouabre from the

his

1977 when he

postcard-sized

Ivory Coast had

hooked

until

the advent of cheap

the

individuality of the artists to

come

results are a

town

was pushed out by

the

Serpentine Gallery avoided the trap of trying
for too

The

—

me

entering into

world philosophy,

complete with an evolved

makes a mockery of

decades's architectural

this

preoccupations. Highly stylised, they
delight the eye and the imagination, and

many are convincingly buildable. How
many of today's architects can offer as
much?

written language, naive but

profound drawings

that

combine

with the writing to present great
graphic style, a

commitment selfnumber of

However, some of the work on
Serpentine

poignancy of an assemblage of found objects

commentary has

evident in the sheer

plus written

cards on display, a series of series

powerful indeed

have become part of his very

that

when moved

if

it

out of

to be very

not to be diminished

is

original context;

its

competent wall murals are to be found

In an interview in the

ife.

the

show was unremarkable. The

many

savs:

versions of Zephania Tshuma's caustic

countries

in

in

weak

accompanying catalogue. Bouabre

Africa: and

visions produced by a South African sculptor

"Culture

is

the torch, the heiicoii

that lights the way.

mankind would

"I

nie

live in

obsene and what
...

I

darkness."

see delii^hts

discovering things that would

otherwise pass unnoticed and
revealing them to your fellow

beings

is

were among the works exhibited.

Without culture,

human

being creative..."

As a Zimbabwean I was looking for
Zimbabwe's involvement in Africa 9.'>. It
cannot be a coincidence that two of the three
Zimbabwean items I saw (the Zimbabwe
Bird at the Royal Academy and the Apron at
the Barbican) both came from South African
collections. Even more damning is the fact
that two of the curators. Magdalene Odundo

Seydou Keita
photographer

is

a Malian

who

and

for the Crafts Council

Academy,
Zimbabwe.
the Royal

are

Tom

Phillips for

no strangers

to

has spent most of

his life taking portraits of local people

There

is

no doubt

that there are

Zimbabwean

whose work would stand up well
against the individual artists shown at the
Serpentine, that the work of Zimbabwe's
best textile artists would have exposed a rich
new vein at the Barbican, that Weldart has
produced work that would demonstrate at
artists

the Crafts Council that

modem

metal-

working techniques can produce

real art in

Africa.

An

intelligent selection of the best of the

varied arts and crafts of

Zimbabwe,
would have

pre.sented at an official level,

been an eye-opener
effort

in

London. With a

and enlightened support

be achieved.

this

bit

couki

of

still

«VoiLA comstJTLeRACfSiiSK

fSwSWiWIBv^S^'

^

« AN^A!s/r!T rmmmtBiMm.

Frederic Bruly Bouabre, The Couple United by Eternal Feelings Tortured in Twisted
Embraces of Pure Love, 1993
Frederic Bruly Bouabre, This

Kagiso Pat Mautloa,

is

how Racism

Tablet, 1993,

Destroys the Whole of Humanity, 1993

109 x 43.5 x 2cms, metal, wood,

oil

on canvas
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Reading the Landscape - Nyanga,
Henry Thompson, Gallery Delta,
November 1995
A few years ago guided Brian Bradshaw to
I

Bradshaw,

the Eastern Highlands.

who

master etcher and painter
fifties,

been the doyen of landscape painting

make some

country, to

sl^etches

be coined Bradshaw

'.v

the

hill to

Mare Dam where had planned a night stop
or two from which to make excursions, and
in the

hope,

dawn

at

Bradshaw

Why

Paul's country.
inc liere ? I
I

don

't

is

in his

Robert

why are you bringing

...

don V want Paul 's bloody count ly.
to paint here. I want rocks ... I

want

want Africa. Africa

want those big
granite outcrops" He thumped the steering
wheel in frustration. At my direction we
stopped

Africa.

a cottage.

at

him

explain and promised
next day.

I

my

unloaded

I

endeavoured

I

hill

A

in

the

many years of living
Zimbabwe and visiting Nyanga that he

Kalahari and

is

it

after

Yes.

clear, like the clarity

morning.

He would

was an
high

off.

and out of the valley

still,

of the early

the phrase

u.se

'champagne morning". There is no specific
view that we can recognise absolutely but
rather the basic ingredients of earth and sky

and rock and

tree

and grass and water and

sun and light and shade are brought together

from here and there and are familiar
and

in their

new

to us in

but lasting

How

juxtapositions and relationships.

his Africa Africa

pack. There

calm and

their essence

to

exchange of sharp words. He drove
revving up the

Henry Thompson was uprooted from

Certainly and well. His paintings are

suddenly broke silence and exclaimed

broad northern accent: "This

do we

associate these paintings of an African

landscape with Nyanga? Most importantly

and almost magically, Helen Lieros

heading back towards Makoni through which

comments,

we had

expresses most and which wavers here,

driven earlier in the day between

huge granites which he appreciated.
remarked the intensity of
thought

I

would not see him again and
I

realised he had

and

tackle.

He came back

and

is

the viewer, around

him

I

paintings,

and

if

one allows the eye

to

from painting

said:

all

"Found your Jlslting

Mavis' fault."

Mavis was he

When

said:

rod

Then

rod."

enquired

I

"Well,

I

"It's

who

you know

...

the

irritated

we went on

to

obvious. Bradshaw

was

something

in the

Not

all

will satisfy.

The landscape

in all

Bolton and the moors and Wales and

its

pines and waters

its

did not satisfy and he had a very healthy
respect for Robert Paul, the major body of

whose work was Nyanga

in all its

Henry Thompson was bold,
Landscape as a theme

wake of

— Reading

the

for a series of

paintings. Clearly there
to avoid.

moods.

in the

Robert Paul, to take Nyanga

was

Henry Thompson

a danger, a trap
is

however, a

white African. His origins are a farm near

Kuruman on
is

the

edge of the Kalahari and

it

there that his appreciation of the landscape

began as a small boy. And
he delighted

in nature.

He

it

is

told

obvious

me

tree, rocks,

there

is

and

and bush

village, a

and even the

artist,

the line of the hills, not

specific of Inyangani or any other range or
a strong

sense of place.

is

one painting. September,

in

which

and shade of the blue of the

hills

identical to the blue of the sky but

the hills take

is vital.

Bradshaw"s origins are

mountains. Nyanga with

links

mysteriously, because of the darker outline,

landscape with which he

identified completely.

all.

There are

down, but which secures us with

is

seeking the recognition of that special

effect.

trees, a building

dismembered

the density
is

yet freeing

the cutting, the long-grassed verge

There

for his Africa.

The lesson

all

paintings which include the road, the bridge,

and

him immensely. The
Nyanga North, to
Ziwa and Zuwa, and found good rocks and
country and baobab for him to satisfy his lust
next day

the

move

to painting, the line of the

encompassing

and msasa

bloody car hire people", whose delay that

morning had

hills,

and creates a panoramic

in the late night

heard him say by way of explanation,

centre of

the exhibition

my

gone with

The

1

reconciled myself to several days fishing.
then

which

the line of the hills

it is

thickens there, wanders there.

I

his feelings.

And

an

man rebuked them

Does Henry Thompson succeed?

or dusk, for the
trout.

And

after a wild ride with his brother to

paints that landscape.

I

opportunity to fish a

ran

for the needs.

lesson, he says, he has never forgotten.

Africa. Late in

we were descending

the afternoon

who

heart

water with a switch across their rumps.

and

observations for a painting series which was
later to

at

was necessary

cattle that

severely for seeing the lathered horses off to

South Africa, wanted to see some good

in

conser\ ationist

adjoining farm, the old

has. since the

he

was a
no more

loved, had a deep love of the land and

how,

that

whom

over coffee, that his grandfather,

that

once,

And

in

on and appear a darker blue.

these paintings

we have

the

The 9th Annual VAAB
National Gallery

Exhibition,

Bulawayo,

in

Dec-Feb 1995
Art in the

Time of ESAP:

my

Directly outside

office

downtown Bulawayo,
shirt,

a

window

in

young man

in t-

jeans and dark glasses spends each

day patiently awaiting buyers for

his fruit

and vegetables. Across the road, the post
office pavement has been transformed into
a tlea

women

market by

selling porcelain

statuettes, toys, petticoats, kitchenware,

A

jewellery, handbags and other articles.

few blocks away, the central parking spaces
have been commandeered by mountains of
onions and other produce. The streets are
alive with the
this is the

sound of

age of

free marketeering;

ESAP and

the motto

is sell

or perish.

In the National Gallery of

dissimilar scenario

is

Bulawayo

a not

enacted on a daily

basis under the guise of Art.

Agents bring

BaTonga stools, doors, baskets,
beadwork and drums from the Zambesi
sackfuls of

Valley, traders flash necklaces

from

Ethiopia and Kenya, sculptors and painters

appear from Malawi or Mozambique, long-

remembrance and

the longing, of times past

grasslands of the Somabula Flats

at

dawn on

and for future times, for Nyanga, which for

a jewel of another African day. Inevitably

many of us

there were

we go

good
expectancy, for it is in the main, open and
friendly, warm and embracing country, and
to which we are drawn again by these
is

the place

in

some which

I

composed and

wait with forbearance for audience on

"buying' days and paintings are taken from

liked less, for

example the painting of the
and the rock which seemed

the walls of middle-class

lake, the island

me

to

presented

less well

Henry Thompson,

I

don't

who

know anybody

has had

this

outside his family

opportunity

if

to look long
to

and hard and thoughtfully

make sketches of the

...

structure of the

I

suspect that

when he works he

is

thoughtful and deliberate, never wild, and

markings with the bigger brush

that his

that

appear spontaneous are deliberated long and
hard and then put

panache, as

in

down

with gusto and

The Dismemhered

is nostalgia in his Reading the
Landscape which depicts his old model MG
in which he delighted to tour to the Kalahari

and, as he once told me, to put his foot
listen to the

favourites were Hill, a masterly

work which stands

in the

memory

for

its

in

and sear of the red

that runs

There were others

which

and sweep

through

it.

it

is

them, and

is

for the thrust

me

if

there

a mark, to

reads the

with frost as the early morning

sun glances and dances along

me

a place for posterity,
it.

it ...

and

age of the great

second fiddle to

economic

is

the

where aesthetics plays
the grim reality of

sell

survival.

Enter the 1995 Visual Artists' Association

The

(VAAB) Annual

VAAB Annual

Exhibition.

show and has
top billing in the two main rooms of the
Bulawayo Gallery which are spacious and
ideally suited to large format work in the
mould of Baron or Jogee. The reality of
this year's show is somewhat different
is

a juried

though and, exceptions apart, marks a
retreat to small, safe

his desire to

and saleable paintings

and unremarkable sculpture.

it

He

well

indeed.

Of those that do stand out, Rashid Jogee's
Madhouse is airy, breathes freely and has
somehow escaped the fate of many of his
paintings which suffer from being

I

very end of the hot, dry season shines

reminiscent for

two

a poignancy

Nyanga landscape very

Nyanga landscape

if

is

any ego,

is

mark

long grass of the savannah bleached white

white as

If these

formed and

understood. Surely he has earned

Henry Thompson

at the

less well

perhaps because they eschew a

was drawn ... a
smaller painting, Landscape, in which the
rocks of a kopje were evident and where the
to

he places himself

country wearing his favourite cap and

metaphysical edge and there

make

unusual composition, and The

sun-up, but

at

looking hard with squinted eye.

and

Dismembered Tree

My Mind's Eye,

in In

in the

softness and subtleness of colour and light
its

Kuruman

elusive of commodities, money. This

of Bulawayo

with which he sadly had to part years ago.

And

paintings are for

Tree.

down

gutsy roar of the exhaust

through the town of

painted,

My own

to Matisse

and Picasso, gives us an insight into himself.

and

landscape, abstracting to simple geometric

form and

homage

artist.

which they

perceive as having value for that most

as in a previous

exhibition where he paid

There

even they,

but he works in his studio, taking excursions

and

homes and

that they are the lost

All seek to convert something

have not watched Henry Thompson paint

...

hope

in the

and priceless work of some famous

a shade too surreal.

paintings.

I

suffering crafts people from the rural areas

is

a long-standing and

major painter whose rendering of the
is

stands our scrutiny.
are

his

Most of these

memorable and can

mind.

Derek Muggins

of crossing the

own and which
still

paintings

be called to

overworked and dense. Other paintings
that leap off the walls are

Tomi Ndebele's

Blind Please Help. Voti Thebe's

Mtwane

"Nhlabathi" Char Cooke's Morning Light.
,

Sibonisiwe Gala's Playtime and Images

and Val Broomberg's Nude. Various
permutations of the Mzilikazi School style
are included in the

show

but there

is

a

noticeable loss of direction within the

school with

Henry Thompson, Landscape (left)
Henry Thompson, The Dismembered Tree (above)

social

little

evidence of the tough

commentary which

originally

brought the genre into prominence.

i -j

Of

the textiles, Sibonisiwe Gala's /

You

Mum

and Gweru

How Did Life

artist

Decorated Homes

Need

Clement Cohen's

Get Here? impress with

woman's domain and

their

Botswana

in

home

Traditionally, in Botswana, the

is

the

her responsibility

is

it

and decorate

freshness and scale but otherwise the fabrics

to build, maintain

on view reveal nothing new or particularly

respect, art blends with

excitinii.

continuing a basic premise of African

art.

Decorated Homes

at

In this

it.

everyday function,

Botswana looks

in

both the history and the present reality of
this tradition.

m

WoiiKMi

Botswana use what

readily

is

available (earth, dung, oxides) whereas,

when men decorate
bought materials

buildings

with

is

it

cement) and

(paint,

is

usually for monetary gain. Fascinating
technical information

Sibonisiwe Cala, Playtime and Images

(detail)

presented regard-

is

ing the constituent elements of traditional

decorating materials vis-a-vis their

The graphic

section

is

commercial counterparts. The book

made up mostly of

collographs emanating from the Douslin

deconstructs the perjurative stereotype that

Mary
Davies. However, this is another movement
in trouble, its impulse having succumbed to

Africans live

uniformity of style, dearth of content and a

that the

noticeable decline in technique.

corrugated iron structures that are the norm

The metal sculpture genre closely associated
with Bulawayo is conspicuously absent this
year and in its place is a hoard of wooden
sculptures in the style of Zephania Tshuma.
A Tshuma industry has emerged over the

are often less suitable to withstand the

years which began with the old man's

and the influence of other regional group-

House

studio and the influence of

to

remote family members and even those

who have no

claim to kinship

urban settlements are

Emphasis

is

men and

by

given to the origins of designs

ings such as the South African

Ndebele and

Pedi. Lekgapho, regarded as being the very

essence of Tswana design,

at all.

The

produced without

commercial

fingers

and only occasionally

on

is

given

pattern in lel<gupho

own

its

is

only the

tools, utilising

the courtyard of the lelapa

gem emerge from amidst the mass of
The old man has not been well

The authors note

and

design not being continued by younger

look-alikes.
late

built

thatch and earth houses.

has long been smothered by their

of

made

is

extremes of heat and cold than traditional

chapter.

does a

more accurate

morass of cement block and

Unfortunately the uniqueness of the genre

viability

huts', referring

terms of clay or earth. The point

in

immediate family but which has now spread

'mud

in

instead to the geologically

Zimbabwe

his sculptures are rarely seen in

people but

these days, most ending up for

Geimany.

sale in

(homestead) or on the wall of the house.

cultural

it

is

lekgapho

that

the

is

one

interesting to note that the

symbolism of lekgapho

a

is

frequently recurring theme within contemIf the

VAAB

9th Annual Exhibition

porary painting in Botswana.

is

anything to go by. safe, small and saleable

seem

to

be the catchwords of the times. The

of

reality

ESAP

new economic age
plain for

all

to

is

.see.

With

the tourist trade that

local

patronage

is

is

being called

for,

something which

Sandy Grant's excellent
in

in the

broader context of the

shifting socio-cultural patterns of
is

day Botswana.

book was

Bot-

provides historical background

It

and draws

Homes

and sympathetically

intelligently

is

written.
it

dictating the

direction of our art and portable and cheap

what

swana

for the visual arts are

falling as rapidly as the value of the dollar,

Illustrated with

photographs. Decorated

and the messages of the

When

initiated,

it

modern-

research for this

was

in the belief that

curio sellers figured out a long time ago.

the art of decorating dwellings in

Stephen Williams

was

Botswana
was

practised only by the elderly and

in the

process of dying out.

The

winters

and the reader are thus pleasantly surprised

>

to discover that the practice
ing, albeit

mostly

is still

flourish

in rural locations,

and

young people are propagating the
form with a new and energetic vision.
that

art

Stephen Williams
Decorated Humes

in

Botswana, Sandy and

Elinah Grant, Mochudi: Phutadiktibo

Museum,

18

DC

1995. (Available through the

Botswana Book Centre
Phutadikobo

Museum

National Gallery

Methuseli Tshuma,

We share

everything

in

in

in

Gaborone.

Mochudi and

Bulawayo.)

the

—

Luis IVIeque,
Life of the Line
Gallery Delta, March 1996
Luis Meque takes us on a fast talking tour, a
tour cataloguing the here and now of this
city, this land. Harare. Zimbabwe. 1996. He
shows us

the real life of these times

he depicts

it

— and

frankly.

His street people gesticulate

at

us from

vendors stare

at

us with dead

street corners,

eyes, whores beckon us into their

lairs,

pool

players sneer at our passing, lovers,

enwrapped

in their feeling are oblivious to

our presence.

He

and the shebeens

takes us through the bars
to the dark side of the citv

^i*

<fr'

Luis Meque,

Love

(above
where

(left

right)

The Poolroom, Lovers

artist with

II,

Harare City Life

dull stares

money,

from the top) The

Hate

to

to

and cupped hands demand

recording of these situations, these moods,
these feelings, these places, these people

dingy rooms where beer has

He

all

searches with his

loosened tongues and tempers. Throughout

indicate a search.

the journey he points out the stark

strokes, his colours, searches to portray the

expressionless faces, or the backs of heads

spirit

—

all

anonymous people, united

experience of existence on the edge.
survivors

why

All

Why

for the time being.

...

of the moment, and to understand

and how.

in their

does love turn

to hate

with so swift and

violent a red stroke? Outcast, standing alone

Luis Meque's paintings convey
lack of

movement

or

— both expertly expres.sed

it

— why

is

she nobody's wife?

jobless people, fighting over

Why

are there

money? Luis

through his wide bold brushwork (the

Meque

exhibition might well have been called Life

economic times of the city and the way that
these powers intertw ine with the culture and

He

in the Line).

gives us the

mood

street situations, captures the spirit

moment

—

the people.

with his striking colours and simple

strong strokes. Unhesitant, they
life

of these

of the

as

it

is

—

in

your

show us

this

He

portrays the belief of

Africa's people and the mysticism of the

land itself inextricably bound to the basic

needs of the people. This

face.

rough

The small works

explores the current political and

are snapshots, a series of

life.

is

a hard

He shows

happy

single heartbeats in the lives of these

strong colour, passionate strokes

survivors, himself included

the line.

from the
is

frontiers of experience.

caught up

in a

The

artist

world of extremes and his

A

watercolour countrysides, or united pastel-

"postcards from the edge". They capture

— snapshots

life.

Luis does not show us delicate

families.

us the basics:

—

life

on

Christina Lutz

19

)

—

1995 International
Thapong
Artists' Workshop Exhibition,
National Gallery, Gaborone
After

two weeks

sand and insects

of heat,

in

Mahalapye. the Thapong International
Artists" Workshop uproots and translocates
200kms by road to the National Gallery in

Gaborone, a venue which might have been
purpose-built for the annual post-workshop

show. At a stroke the sweat and

workshop

is

toil

of the

transformed into presentability

and elegance by the
and floors of the

pristine white walls

A

gallery.

wonderfully

designed building with high ceilings,

and good

alternative quiet areas
the gallery

a curator's joy

is

lighting,

which has the

ability to bring art to life.

The Thapong show is good this year. There
are some exceptional paintings on view
with the work of the South African artists
Reggi Bardavid and

Amos

Letsolo standing

out in particular. There are surprises too.

Canadian Libby Weir's large unstretched
diptych entitled Kalahari Desert bears an

uncanny resemblance

to a painting

produced a few years ago by Motswana
artist

Velias Ndaba, while another of hers

entitled

The Heat of the Kalahari could

easily be mistaken for

Thapong founder

Veryan Edwards' work. Are we witnessing
here the healthy cross-fertilisation of ideas

commonality of place,

or just the

and

light

time?

Edwards has produced some fresh work, far
more purposeful and tough than the loose,
amorphous style of her previous paintings.
The mixed media floor piece by American
Marisha Pels entitled Sesuaa (see page
is innovative in terms of its media (rubber,
1

steel,

wire and bone) and for the fact that

breaks away from the constraints of

which

either

vertically

it

art

hangs on walls or ascends

from the

floor.

Dias Mahlate

from Maputo has the strongest of the

wood

sculptures on view, his

pieces. Sonata

and Dancer, resonating with a tempo

that

could only have been produced by a

Mozambican

or Angolan

In an exhibition

artist.

marked by extremely
it was puzzling

strong abstract painting

note that virtually

all

of the purchases

by the Botswana National Gallery for

to

made
its

permanent collection were of lesser quality
figurative work.

A

contrast

was provided

by the selection made by Motswana
Philip Segola

artist

who, on behalf of the Bank of

Botswana, selected much more innovative
and interesting work.

Thapong continues
southern African

along with

to be

artists'

its satellite

workshops which

focus on drawing, young
artists,

the
in

one of the best
workshops and.

artists

and

women

has been of crucial importance

in

development of contemporary visual

Botswana. Stephen Williams

art

work was better hung this year with
works allowing some breathing
spaee. And yes, the work was technically
Yes, the

the fewer

competent

but,

on the whole,

it

lacked

passion, intellectual engagement, ambiguity.

complexity.

Amongst

works on

the

Annual

this year's

which did make an impact on

me was

Bulelwa Madekurozwa's Changing Skins
with

strong image and disturbing

its

strangeness.

A

young woman, her face

emerging from shadow, one hand passively
dangling over a knee, stares out of a mask
created by ritualistic daubs of red and black
paint. This paint is transformed,

skin

itself,

becoming

overtaking her aggressively

pointed breast and the lower half of her

naked body.

A

black dog with

indecipherable gaze and the foreboding

darkness of the background into which the

viewer

drawn before being catapulted

is

back to the woman's eyes, combine to evoke
a sense of the

unknown. Colours,

composition and intent work well to create a
canvas replete with repressed violence and
sexuality, the potency of superstition
ritual,

and

and the psychological entrapment of

Berry Bickle, Urban Displacement

the individual.

Another imposing piece was Berry Bickle's
installation.

Urlmn Displacement, with

drastic interpretation of

its

contemporary

African existence. Three

stark iron

frames are placed in formal

line,

bearable, a sense of tiltimate defeat. Are

Where once

these beds or graves?

bed

food, water, comfort,

covered not

rest, there is

there

now only

the offer of death. Centrally placed

wall above, drawing

was

on

the

into a formal

Heritage?

Why

artists feel

it

is

do so many of our leading

few members of the National Gallery's

work overtime,

A

not worth participating?

to at least

staff

keep the National

Gallery on the map, but they need support.

by the comfort of mattresses or blankets but
by arid, barren earth in either dry sand or

composition, another dry thorn branch

Like Oliver, starving on

harsh red lone. The conflicting images

reaches upwards

want more but in this case we have to make
There are no handouts. Energy,
it ourselves.
enterprise and innovation are hard work and

in

all

a flare of desperation.

pot and a rusted-through enamelled basin.

The selected elements evoke traces of
memory, shake out multiple references and

In place of blankets, a covering of dry thorn

challenge our complacency.

disturb.

In place of pillows, a

branches.

Now

I

lay

sleep, perchance to
there.

me down

broken clay

to sleep?

depend on a genuine commitment

To

dream? No. no comfort

So

yes. there are

why do

Rather an existence no longer

good works around but

so few of them

pitiful rations,

make

it

to the

we

to art.

The art community as a whole need to help
make the Heritage what we want it to be.
Barbara Murray

forthcoming exhibitions and events
The Bulawayo National Gallery, looking
beyond our borders, will show an exhibition
of paintings by veteran Botswana painter
Veryan Edwards in May. Also in May the

Michaux, Andre Masson, GiacomettI,
Alex Calder and others. Work by Australian artists in a show entitled Aids in Art will
also be on in April. In May. BAT Students

Mid-April will see the opening of a show of

work by

the group of

young painters

that

have been nurtured under the wing of
Gallery Delta for the last few years. These

public will be treated to an exhibition of

will exhibit,

work by Mozambican artists. This show
is part of an exchange project which will

exhibition of

also feature evening events at the gallery

lithographs, monoprints. collographs etc.

include George Churu, FasonI
Sibanda, Hillary Kashiri, Luis Meque,
Justin Gope, Albert Wachi and Stanley
Mapfumo. Their work has been able to

involving dancers and musicians from

The National Schools Exhibition opens

develop immensely over

Mozambique. And in June, the director is
putting together a show of work by Young

on .Saturday

artists, ten from Harare and ten from

Gallery Delta will be hosting

Bulawayo. The Bulawayo Gallery

is

also

running a varied programme of events such
as poetry readings, jazz, art videos

In April, the

and

talks.

Harare National Gallery will be

hosting an exhibition of work by French
artists

including

Anton! Tapies, Henri

Print

and USIS

will

work from

Workshop

1st

sponsor an

Bob Blackburn's

including etchings,

artists

their

—

show

off the wall.

and the

ongoing struggle.

Graphics '96

line and form in April, to include work
Sarah Pratt, Arthur Azevedo,
Shepard Mahufe, Gillian Rosselli,
Bert Hemsteede, Harry Mutasa and
Mary Davies amongst others. Work by
sculptor. Richard Jack, will bring the

by

this period

exhibition will enable us to see the results of

of June.

In June. Pierre Gallery will be

holding a

group show of work by the teachers of the
Harare Polytechnic Art Department includ-

Sharon Dutton, Chico
Chazunguza, Bulelwa Madekurozwa,
Jane Shepherd, Kate Raath, Di
Deudney, Mike White an others.
ing
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